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Dear Prof. Lundestad,
RE: project of vital importance
I am an independent researcher, PhD, an Israeli citizen, 77. I appeal to you with a project of vital importance for
the destiny of civilization, Europe in particular. The project is based on my life-long independent research in
exact sciences and humanities and aimed at reforming modern science and education. Its reason is as follows.
Civilization is experiencing now a general ideological crisis, in the field of the socialist ideology in particular,
the crisis manifesting itself in various ways and threatening the very existence of humankind. Underlying that
crisis, in our age of science, is the present monster crisis of modern science. So, to overcome that crisis, it is
necessary to reform modern science and therefore education, which is certainly quite a task in itself.
Fortunately, during my independent research, first in physics and recently in humanities, I have discovered the
way to the reform of modern science and actually started it; moreover, I have created the logical frameworks for
the sciences of politics and economics, that is for those most important social sciences that were either
underdeveloped or nonexistent before. Those works show, in particular, what the socialist society is and what
steps lead to it.
To proceed with the reform of science and attract researchers, I have launched a website, The Reform Science
Center, www.reformscience.org, that has already scored over a thousand of visits; now I need to develop that
virtual organization into a full-fledged international organization, which, in conditions of thorough isolation,
boycott and blockade in Israel, is beyond my capacity. Ideally, it is UNESCO that should lead the reform of
science and education, but UNESCO seems to be thoroughly paralyzed by Western establishment and unable to
do the job.
Seeking support for my mission, I have recently arrived in Berlin and applied to the left and socialist parties with
the project providing for setting up an international organization, THE WOLD REFORM CENTER, aimed at
reforming modern science and education and thus gradually overcoming the present global ideological crisis. If
set up, I would like to direct the Center at its early stage to put the reform of science on track and prepare
younger researchers to substitute me when necessary. However, there have been no promising signs of support. I
suspect interference of corrupt circles of European scientific establishment and Russian agents, who have
already succeeded in preventing me from taking part in seven international conferences in physics in Europe and
Israel.
In this connection would you please consider this my desperate appeal to you for help a SOS-signal from civilization and take urgent measures to find conditions for me in Europe to proceed with the above project. Please,
confirm the contact first and let me know, before April 24, whether I should return to Israel or wait for the
possible solution of the problem in Berlin. Please see the Enclosure.
Yours sincerely,
Igor Makarov, PhD, Independent Researcher
P.O. Box 461, Haifa 31003, Israel. Tel/fax: +972-4-822-1997; mobile: +972-547-856-170
In Berlin: 0176-686-214-68. E-mail: info@reformscience.org
Enclosure: (1) To the Leftist Parties of the World: http://kvisit.com/SyrjnAQ;
(2) Appeal for Support: http://kvisit.com/ShNnDAg; (3) Davos Appeal: http://kvisit.com/S5MDVAg;
(4) To European Parliament: http://kvisit.com/SpYbjAg

